


WARMING UP
Home should be a cozy hug. It should draw you in and 

make you feel safe. It should keep the world at bay and 
encompass you like a cocoon, snug and warm. The world 

needs this. We need this.

Trendsetters and homemakers everywhere are layering 
in soft textures, warm woods, gentle curves, and creamy 

neutrals. This drive, this undercurrent is pulling them to 
weave together spaces that are warmer, more relaxed. 

Gone are the formalities of home. Now is the time for our 
dwellings to be peace giving and full of warmth.
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DESERT 
CLAY

Taking a cue from a desert sunset, heat up a room 
by adding clay tones and earthen textures.
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TOASTED 
GINGER

Rusty accents and an array of 
textures elevate the design of this 

toasty fireside room.
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STACKED 
STONE

Soft browns and warm grays blended with a wooly chair, 
plush rug, and cushy pillows establish the perfect area for 

some quality family time.
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LINEN FIELDS

517

Linen, parchment colored textiles, and crisp whites lift the status 
of this room to a serenely airy expanse.
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WILD BRINDLE
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Curated elements from the animal kingdom bring  
a sense of wild adventure to a home.
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DREAMY DUSK
Like the moment between wake and sleep this room conjures 

up a dream-like state. Subtle shadows, dark contrasting walls, 
and soft whites create a warm ambiance.
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EMBER OAK
Nestle a creamy throw and down pillows into the cuddle corner and 
combine golden hues with wood textures for a charming country cabin.
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SMOKED CARAMEL

Dusty paint colors establish an effortless timeless quality,  
while a smooth, buttery leather glows with warmth.
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SPICED CIDER
Spice up a neutral sectional by adding a comfortable warm color to the 

walls. Layering grasses, jute, and animal prints adds extra dimension.
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SUNSWEPT

Splashes of yellow add a sunny playfulness to 
a clean and simple color scheme.
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396

AMBER 
GLOW
Give a room a “glow-up” by 
mixing amber wood tones with 
rich caramel leather, then opt for 
multi-layered throws.
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Desert Clay

227 Sofa in 464702
Pillows in 458508, 468808
560 Swivel in 8313

11
Wild Brindle

825 Chair in 491002, Band in 486718
Outside Back in 491103
Inset Pillow in 440504
Pillows in 486703, 486714, 486718

18
Spiced Cider

261 Sectional in 486104
Pillows in 486002, 485904, 
482504, 469505
560 Swivels in 430205
238 Ottoman in 458804

05
Toasted Ginger

270 Sofa in 471702
Pillows in 471403, 471503
530 Chair in 471603

12
Dreamy Dusk

203 Sofa in 413702
Pillows in 408914, 472314
529 Chair in 472202

20
Sunswept

374 Sofa in 460001
Pillows in 477307, 477518, 465718

07
Stacked Stone

232 Sofa in 8813
Pillow in 487318
506 Swivel/Pillows in 487402
232 Chair in 463618

14
Ember Oak

5371 Sectional in 490914
Pillows in 471603, 486512, 454312
560 Swivel in 8313

22
Amber Glow

396 Sofa in 8312
Pillow in 481002

09
Linen Fields

3121 Sectional in 481502
Pillows in 481403, 445801
517 Chairs/Pillows in 481303
882 Ottomans in 480804

17
Smoked Caramel

243 Chairs in 8313

26
Back Cover

568 Chair in 483405IN
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Our line of 1000 fabrics & 100 leathers is frequently updated; the fabric/leather may no longer be available.




